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ABSTRACT

Classical and recent uniqueness results for convex bodies by sections or projections
are described and the corresponding estimation problems from incomplete information
are discussed. The results are applied to planar random sets, spatial fibre processes,
and Boolean models. It is shown that convex mean bodies can give information about
the shape distribution even for random structures of a non-convex nature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern stereology no longer aims only for numerical estimators of volume, surface
area, etc., but also intends to infer additional information about shape from sections
and/or projections. Classical convex geometry provides a number of uniqueness results
for sections and projections of compact convex sets (convex bodies) in (l-space Rd, d Z 2,
which can be of some use in stereological problems. '

In the following, we first give a short survey of some classical a11d new reconstruction
problems for single convex bodies from section or projection means (projection bodies,
mean section bodies). We show in particular that certain integral operators on the
sphere play a major role in these uniqueness problems and indicate the use of spherical
harmonics i11 solving the corresponding integral equations. We also discuss the associ-
ated approximation problems which correspond to the statistical estimation in practice
and show how convex geometry can help to overcome the instability of ill-posed inverse
problems.

Then, it will be shown how convex bodies arise in stochastic geometry in connection
with stationary random sets and random particle processes (in a direct or indirect way)
as mean bodies and how some of the techniques described can be used to estimate mean
shapes and related distributions (directional distributions).

In particular, three situations are discussed in more detail where the structure un-
der consideration is non-convex, but convex bodies arise in an indirect manner. The
first example of that kind arises in connection with the description of the anisotropy
of a stationary random closed set in the plane. The second example is the problem of
























